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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A VC walks into a bar The bartender asks 'What'll you have?’ The VC says 'Hmm… What's everyone else having?'



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“This Gentleman is Senator James Inhofe. “representing Oklahoma in the US senate. What he said was: In case we have forgotten because we keep hearing that 2014 has been the warmest year on record,” said Inhofe, who is the chairman of the Environment and Public Works Committee while holding the lumpy snowball in his hand. “I asked the chair, do you know what this is? It’s a snowball just from outside here. So it’s very, very cold out. Very unseasonable.”“Catch this,” he said, as he tossed the snowball underhand to an unseen person – perhaps a page or an aide – just a couple of feet away.He then resumed his speech with a smile on his face that indicated he was quite pleased with his demonstration.



What can investors learn from Senator James Inhofe?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Senator Inhofe made a mistake we can all laugh at. He mistakes an event  with a trend. Weather with Climate. A Fad with a Fundamental. Today I want to investigate with you how Venture Capital investors can learn from the wise senator. I want to end with an experiment with the audience – so bear with me. 
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Professional background – Finance, primary production & VC

Tijl Hoefnagels
Behavioral finance
M&A at MeesPierson
Farming in LATAM and CEE
F&A Venture Capital
Venture Partner @ Rubio

www.linkedin.com/in/tijl-hoefnagels

 Fund II @ EUR 110m
 First tickets EUR 0,5m -4m
 Up to EUR 10m

Rubio Impact Ventures

http://www.linkedin.com/in/tijl-hoefnagels
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tijl-hoefnagels
http://www.rubio.vc/


Our impact methodology
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Rubio’s vision: Just transition towards sustainable abundance 

“Fake” abundance

Perceived scarcity

Sustainable abundance

JusTransition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rubio’s vision: strive towards a future of sustainable abundance �= no restrictions for living a happy & healthy lifeFake abundanceEnergy from fossil sourcesLinear material value chainDepleting planetary ecosystemsPerceived scarcityReduction in energy consumption and shift to other energy sourcesReuse and recycle, use less stuffStruggle to change dietsSustainable abundance100% clean, affordable energy is widely availableOptimal efficiency and circular economy for infinite abundanceRegenerative food systemsWhy Global warming is disrupting and potentially endangering the inhabitability of our planetEU has implemented the Green Deal which will have massive impact on our economy through ETS and CBAMWe need to realize the energy and food transition leaving no (wo)man behind
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How primary production feeds into the planetary crises: land use, 
pesticides and fertilizer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Starting with land system change, as we convert diverse ecosystems to monocultures and extensive livestock management. We then apply fertilizer and distort N & P cycles and make use of agrochemicals to eliminate pests. This all leads to significant GHG emissions and biodiversity loss, decreasing the resilience of our planet.



Fad or Fundamental

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Joke?



Starting 2022 VC markets went cold,  #deals plummeted

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several reasons why this is happening. Inflationary pressures have resulted in increased costs for essential resources such as energy, labor, and raw materials, creating sustained uncertainty about the long-term profitability and scaling potential of these start-ups and slowing down innovation. As a result, many start-ups are struggling with weak unit economics—a retreat from the “growth at all costs” business model—disappointing sales (for example, in plant-based protein), and long development cycles. While this data is often overlooked in the broader assessment of the VC funding environment, our composite analysis of 35 public companies in third quarter 2023 showed a decline in market cap of around 60 percent from the peak of first quarter 2021



Food and Ag venture capital was no exception

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Investment in agrifood tech is at its lowest point in six years.



Investors look at fundamentals again and have become gun-shy as 
they start being affected as well

Life cycle funding

Revenue & Unit 
economics

Focus: “prove the 
platform” 

What can be 
achieved 18months

Burning portfolio

Fear of being Suckered

Everyone I speak to is 
bearish

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In short, Silicon Valley-style venture capital is not the right mechanism to unlock the levels of investment needed to decarbonize the food system. And while some private investors are starting to showcase new models, governments will certainly need to step up to lead the charge. With over $470 billion in climate-adverse agricultural subsidies worldwide, capital is certainly available to put toward these urgently needed solutions. Key dd topicsLife cycle funding: Who will take the baton in next round, what do they need to seeCommercial traction: Sales or offtake agreementsRoad to profitability: demonstrate positive Unit EconomicsFocus: “prove the platform” with a smaller number of new productIn the background:A burning portfolio: bridging and inward focusVCs are now impacted themselves: raising new funds becomes harder Lowering the pace to In this environment, institutional investors have become increasingly wary of expanding their private equity (PE) and VC exposure in agtech start-ups because of the fall in the equity value of their investments and lackluster performance. Higher interest rates have also made it costlier for them to provide funding for start-ups, while simultaneously increasing the risk-free rate of return.



Hype-cycles leave scars but give opportunity for who pays attention

We overestimate the impact of 
new technology in the short term 
and underestimate it in the long 

term.
- Amara's law -



So… is it a Fad or Fundamental?

Structurally 
negative but 

cyclically 
positive

Structurally 
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cyclically 
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Fundamental: Positive in long run
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Convention

Fundamental

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Long-term success depends on a mix of creativity and courage to look beyond convention, but also deep experience gained through previous market cyclesLeft – top: End of hype cycle. Laggarts and followers invest on high valuations vs fundamentals “don’t add up”Top right: An event/ crisis accelerates a trend that was already underwayBottom left: Fundamental issues and recognized by the incumbents. Tourist investors suckered into a “cheap deal” Bottom right: Where you want to be A trend that is already Underway but current market circumstances make reluctant to invest 



…. If it only were so easy…

Get 
suckered FOMO

Tourist 
trap

Little 
comfort

Fundamental

FA
D



Long-term success: look beyond convention, use experience gained 
through previous market cycles

Timing is 
everything

Keep cool 
in Frenzy

Brace 
Brace

Contrarian 
Conviction

Fundamental

FA
D

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Long-term success: creativity and courage to look beyond convention, and experience gained through previous market cycles



An experiment….. Let’s rate F&A topics together
for next 24 months

Fad / “weather”

Fundamental / “climate”

This is a 
feeding frenzy

Market will not 
touch it with a 

stick

Will never work / 
limited use case 

Transformational
& disruptive 



Composition of the Audience



Results of the audience

According to the audience 
• AI for seed breeding and microbiome for soils could be best investments
• AI for farming advice has strong potential but is already more in the picture. 
• Stay away from vertical farming and carbon credits

Respondents



https://rubioimpactventures.display.vevox.com/#/present/575955/OK9VESD2C2WBVGM5W4YB


Thanks !
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